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Senior MSK Physiotherapist

Job description

Are you an experienced MSK physiotherapist looking for your next step?

Join Ascenti, the nation’s most loved independent MSK physiotherapy provider and a

trusted partner to hundreds of public and private sector organisations across the UK.

Advance your career

With three or more years of clinical experience under your belt, you want to work somewhere

that sets you up for success in clinic day-to-day and supports your long-term life goals.

In this role, you will boost your experience managing a 100% MSK caseload, with access to

the most varied case mix in the UK, including Private Medical Insurance and self-paying

customers.

Elevate your practice with an award-winning learning and development offering and a

support structure that’s built around you  . If you aspire to run your own practice one day,

then working at Ascenti can set you up for life.

Pay and progression

Being a Senior MSK Physiotherapist is hard work and fulfilling, and you want to work

somewhere that rewards you fairly and continues to progress your pay over time. This is why

Ascenti offers a guaranteed annual pay review and a tailored approach to your development as

a senior clinician.

Evolve your MSK expertise further and explore unique career avenues that other businesses

cannot offer, through hybrid / virtual clinics, new services, specialisms, or advanced
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practice opportunities.

You may even consider moving into management or other business areas, and with demand

for Ascenti’s services growing every year, more exciting opportunities are just around the

corner.

Thrive in clinic

You will work autonomously in clinic, but with the support of your Area Manager,

Physiotherapy Development Lead and Clinical Mentor whenever you need it.

You won’t have to worry about doing all the administrative tasks and can say goodbye to

old-fashioned paper notes. Ascenti’s digital systems and dedicated customer hub will take

care of patient queries and support you with admin.

Culture & benefits

You want to use your valuable time and skills working for a business that puts patients first.

Half of Ascenti's Executive Board are physiotherapists by background, which keeps the

needs of patients and clinicians at the heart of the company ethos (just check the

Trustpilot reviews).

Ascenti can explore ways to ensure that this role supports your livelihood, whether that

means flexible, part-time, or condensed hours. 

Our benefits include Vitality at Work membership, access to great discounts and more.

Learn more at 

Apply Now
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